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January 15, 2022

Finance Report (Heidi) - Heidi shared updated numbers; Heidi will ask Gigi how much to
allocate from paypal accounts into each account. Heidi is going to PO box after we finish this
meeting;

Heidi put a screenshot in the chat.

Ruby suggested sending a monthly report to intergroup representatives

Heidi will post finance information in the chat at intergroup meeting and each representative can
take the report to their meetings

A member asked why the prudent reserve is so low. Heidi will ask Gigi.

The group discussed the prudent reserve

Some members had issues accessing the report. The group did some troubleshooting.

Meeting Liaison (Amy L) - new intergroup reps please send your email address to Amy L to be
added to the email chain along with additional information regarding which meeting you
represent. If you want to be removed from the email list, simply reply to the email and ask to be
removed

Operations (Annie) - We welcomed Lucy to the service board. Lucy is our new literature
person

Burbank Workshop Chair (Sally covering for Alexander) -
Last week we had the tools game and had some technical issues, but in the end there was 201
attendees and the workshop was a success

January 22 1-3:30pm Car buying, car leasing workshop; zoom information is in the chat.

Email was sent to Benno to add updated zoom info in the chat

Correct zoom info is in the February checks and balances

A member asked a question regarding zoom capacity; not a relevant issue



Rose offered to share her groups’ upgraded account

Is the tools game an official DA workshop? The group discussed.

Special Events (Kathy) - “Bringing Gratitude into 2022” will be happening on 2/26 1-4pm; there
will be writing, speakers, breakout groups, etc. The planning committee will meet date TBD

Publications Chair (Grace L) - Checks and balances was posted in the chat; intergroup reps
can refer to checks and balances for info on upcoming events; more info available in the chat

Public information (Peter) absent

Resources (Tom K) - Resource and Speaker List is available in the chat; if you want to be
added to the list please contact Tom K.

New business - we need to find a temporary replacement workshop chair; please announce at
meetings
Kathy is available for questions regarding setting up a zoom workshops

qualifications : 6 mo not debting, 2 PRGs

Sally is available to mentor and help anyone interested in the position

2  yr commitment

Zoom bombing - the group discussed options and possibly having a workshop

Tom will lead a workshop on 3/12/22; Sally will help with the flyer

For the good of the order: a meeting to discuss revision of the bylaws will be held on 1/29/22
at 3pm; info was posted in the chat; any DA members are welcome

Next meeting: February 19th at 11am


